The 2011 AMTA Distinguished Service Award is presented to Lawrence (Larry) Louis Mandeville, for his outstanding service to the ANTENNA MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES ASSOCIATION. The AMTA hereby cites Lawrence -(Larry) Louis Mandeville:

- Contributions as an Exhibitor, a Presenter, a Session Chair and a Member of the Technical Coordinator’s Abstract and Paper Review Committee for over 30 years,
- Contributions to the AMTA Board of Directors, including two terms as the AMTA Secretary, a term as AMTA President and a term as Past President,
- Contributions as editor of the AMTA Newsletter,
- Contributions as the AMTA Physical Archive Manager,
- Contributions in instituting the AMTA Edmond S. Gillespie Fellowship Award and the Senior AMTA Membership Award.

For outstanding contributions to AMTA in numerous areas of service.